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Llewellyn's 2017 Witches' Datebook --Â Â 18th Year of Publication! Stay organized and magically

inspired all year long with Llewellynâ€™s 2017 Witchesâ€™ Datebook. Featuring beautiful

illustrations from award-winning artist Kathleen Edwards, a variety of ways to celebrate the Wheel of

the Year, and powerful wisdom from practicing Witches, this indispensible, on-the-go tool will make

your days more magical. Find fresh ways to celebrate the sacred seasons and enhance your

practice with inspiring sabbat musings by Thuri Calafia, tasty sabbat recipes by Monica Crosson,

magic stones by Ember Grant, and Anglo-Saxon traditions by Alaric Albertsson. Also included are

articles on fascinating topics, including the magic of language by Elizabeth Barrette, an energetic

fence spell by Ellen Dugan, amulet pouches by Charlie Rainbow Wolf, and smile meditation by

Robin Ivy Payton.  At-a-glance guide to the best days to plant and harvest Wiccan holidays, sabbat

musings, and tasty seasonal recipes for celebrating the Wheel of the Year Daily planetary and color

correspondences to empower your magical work Moon lore and esbat rituals, plus Moon phases for

successful spellcasting  Â  Â 
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I was given the 2016 version as a gift and l really loved it. i wanted next years so i purchased this

one for myself. This version is just as good, it looks like it has more information on stones than

recipes this time which I appreciate because I collect stones and many of the recipes were not

useful to me due to dietary constraints.The plastic spiral binding isn't the best in the world but at

least its not wire that catches on everything. Eventually one end broke off but it was easily



manageable and the thing really took a lot of abuse in my bag before that happened.There is no

monthly calendar spread. The days are not lined and they are set up with one week between two

pages. Monday through Friday is on the left and on the right there is a picture or a passage (on an

upcoming holiday/event/moon or a stone/ritual/recipe) with Saturday and Sunday below it. some

days have random little tips about incenses, stones, other materials, i've even seen some about the

moon and gods/goddesses. there are symbols that mark whether its a planting day or harvesting

day, it also gives daily information on the moon phases, sun signs, color of the day, etc.You can see

an example of the weekly spreads if you click "look Inside" on the photo of the cover and go towards

the end of the preview.

Love love this calendar ... I bought this last year and it NEVER ceases to amaze me . It's a little

reference in a calendar :)

I get this every year. Great size and the style, weekly days, is great to write notes on. I love the

spiral notebook style.

I get this every year because I love the recipes and the history thrown in and the articles and

artwork. You can't go wrong with this.

Granted I purchased a super early for next year. These calendars always are helpful to me and my

family.

The contents are, as alway, excellent. I prefer Jennifer Hewitson's illustrations.

love this datebook... good size... lots of ideas to make, bake or create...

another great year to come. can't do without my datebooks
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